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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

December Issue
Of Frontier Has
Popular Authors

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1931

VOLUME XXXI. No. 18

IGroup Gives Dance j//. M ertz Is Forestry Club Committee Begins
Music Club
Work on Campus Skating Rink
Holds Party TomorrowEveningi C h a i r m a n Qf
States That Rink Will Probably Be Ready
sigm
amuchi
i Alumni tjody Millard Evenson, Chairman,
In Main Hall
For Use Thanksgiving Day
Faculty Members Will Be Guests oil

A I

•

|T>

J

( liatiield Knight, Kurd Jones, Frank
Linderman and Jose Villa Are
An all-school pep dance, sponsored
Among Contributors
“The Singing Schule” Is Scene of by Sigma Mu Chi, will be given in Montana Graduates Organize Club
Work was begun Saturday on the State University skating rink
Along Informal Lines;
the men’s gymnasium tomorrow eve
Get-together Sponsored
which will be located on the R. 0. T. C. parade grounds. The proj
Many well-known names appear in
ning
starting
at
9
o’clock.
Levy No Dues
By DeLoss Smith
ect is being sponsored by the Forestry club and the committee in
the table of contents of the Christmas
Coach “Bunny” Oakes said in speak
charge has been granted permission by the school authorities to
edition of the Frontier, off the press
ing of the dance, “This organization
Hildegarde Mertz, ’30, was elected
^construct the rink. “It will probably
A get-together party for all the stuDecember 10.
is doing a great deal to further school
be ready for use Thanksgiving day,”
The feature is a long story by Chat- dents in the School of Music, will be spirit and I feel that in appreciation as chairman of the Montana alumni
group
in
Chicago
a
t
its
fall
meet
said Millard Evenson, chairman of the
held
tonight
at
8
o’clock
in
the
studio
field Knight, “A Ship Goes By."
of their efforts every student and
committee.
Knight’s story, “Castaway, Set Sail,” of Dean DeLoss 'Smith, Room 305 person interested in athletics should ing, an Informal dinner party, which
was held at the Chicago Press club,
Several years ago the Department of
won a place on. the honor roll of E. J. Main hall.
turn out for their dance. I expect to
November 18.
Physical Education started a similar
The theme of the party Is “The Sing
O’Brien's “Best Short Stories for 1931."
see all my friends at this dance.”
E REFUSE to assist in the
program but due to a mild winter the
Miss Mertz takes the place of Mar
This story also first apeared in the ing Schule” and an old-fashioned pro
All money, above expenses, taken in
smashing of any more tradi- Frontier.
gram will be presented and directed
ice remained soft a great part of the
tha Dunlap, who resigned after be
at the dance will be used for enter ing chairman of the group for the
time.
tions. And so we’re thankful—that
The novelist, Nard Jones, contrib by DeLoss Smith, dean of the School
tainment at inter-college games.
“We hope that the weather will stay
we're nearing the corner we've heard utes “Zest of the E arth”. Jones is of Music.
last two years. She will be assisted
Guests
of
the
club
for
the
dance
in
The program follows: piano solo,
by a standing committee which is com Cornelia Klittke Begins Direction moderately cold this fall,” said Evenabout for so long; that we only have well known for his novels “Oregon
clude:
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C.
H.
Clapp,
Mr.
“The Mocking Bird,” Dora Jacobson,
son, “because we feel the rink will be
posed of Frank Tierney, Helen Hamerfour term projects to write this quar Detour” and “The Petlands”.
Of First Edition of Campus
and Mrs. A. C. Cogswell, Dr. and Mrs.
a great source of enjoyment for the
strom Diggs, Bruce Crippen and Ted
ter; that the depression kept us from
Other writers of note whose works Anaconda; voice solo, “Take Back the
C. W Waters, Mr and Mrs H. F. Adams, Halvorson.
Publication
students and faculty during the win
betting on the football game; th at it appear in the next issue include Jose Heart,” Ramona Noll, Missoula; a skit,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Oakes,
Dean
A.
L.
ter. We want to thank the mainten
can’t get much colder; that this isn't Garcia Villa, editor of “Clay” ; Frank "Mary Had a Little Lamb,” Mary
Reorganize Club
Stone, A. J. Lewandowski and Darrell
Scott,
Lewistown;
voice
solo,
“Silver
ance
department and the Department
Cornelia
Klittke,
Havre,
was
elected
our first year in the State University; B. Linderman, whose “American” is
About six years ago the Montana
Parker
managing editor by the board of of Military Science for their co-oper
that it’s only a little more than a immortal, and some heretofore un Threads Among the Gold,” Erva Love,
alumni group in Chicago was organ
editors of the newly-established, ation in making the rink possible.”
month before we can sta rt all over published, extracts of Joaquim Miller’s Missoula; violin solo, “Old Fashioned
ized as an alumni club, but after func
un-named campus literary organ, last
Medley,” Martha Davis, Missoula.
The work was started Saturday with
again; that a typewriter in the Jour letters.
tioning for two years, it died out and
“The Singing Schule,” consisting of
Friday at a meeting in the library.
the banking of the sides. A county
nalism’ building is being repaired;
the meetings were not resumed until
the students in the School of Music
that even though our name isn’t PolWork will be started immediately grader and the School of Forestry
two and a half years ago. The pres
will sing “Three Blind Mice,” and
caterpillar which was given to them
lyanna, we don't find the world too
ent group is organized on very infor on the first issue of the publication,
“Yankee
Doodle".
Dean
Smith
will
a few weeks ago, did the heavy work.
bad, and that there’s only one issue
mal lines; no dues are levied and no some material already being in the
play selected old-fashioned tunes on
After which a portion of the area was
of the Kaimin this week.
hands
of
the
editors.
The
policy
of
business meetings are held. However,
the violin. John Crowder, professor
flooded. Yesterday 450 feet of hose
to eliminate unnecessary expense, it magazine will be the acceptance of
of
piano
in
the
School
of
Music,
will
ONTANA MASQUERS advertise
Forty-fire High Schools Send Entries was decided to send notices of meet the best of the State University’s lit was connected to the hydrant and the
play “Arkansas Traveler,” and "Whoa,
field received a good soaking.
erary
out-put,
acceptance
not
being
To
Parker,
President
the fact that one can see plainly
ings only to those who have already
Mule, Whoa.” Refreshments will be
The committee which is in charge
of League
indicated their interest through at limited to any one departm ent Make
from all seats in the Little Theater.
served at the close of the program.
of
the rink is Millard Evenson, Whitetendance, or by requesting the chair up organization is already under way.
This is an excellent feature for the
fish, chairman, with Bob Matsen,
There
will
be
an
athletic
section,
a
Forty-five schools have now entered man to retain their names on the list
aters to hare, but it adds somewhat to State University Faculty Members
dramatic criticism section, devoted to Oregon, Wis., and John Fager, Du
SENIOR PICTURES MUST
the Montana High School Debate and to those alumni who have just
one’s embarrassment to remember It
Entertain Dr. Manfred Zapp
BE TAKEN BY SATURDAY league, of which Darrell Parker of the recently come to the city. The ex a constructive criticism of “Devil’s rango, Colo., assisting.
while standing in the aisle waiting
Disciple” in the first issue, a short
Department of English, is president. pense incurred in sending out an
for a poorly-instructed usher to try
Of Germany
“The deadline on senior pictures is The closing date of entry was No nouncements as to the place of meet story section and the usual features.
to figure out where one is supposed
Harold Guy Merriam, editor of The
Saturday,
November
28,”
said
Walter
ing
is
shared
by
those
attending.
It
vember 1. The question for debate I
to s it It is especially embarrassing
Dr. Manfred Zapp of Dusseldorf,
Frontier, has indicated himself as be
when one can perceive very visible Germany, visited on the State Uni Cooney, editor of the 1932 Sentinel, this year is: Resolved, that the several has been suggested that this form of
ing
in full*accord with the purposes
states should enact legislation provid an alumni group might well be fol
frowns and hear very audible sighs. versity campus yesterday. He had yesterday.
The Dorian studio will be open ing for compulsory unemployment In-1 lowed in other cities where the alumni of the young publication and has lent
It Is equally annoying to have people luncheon with Dr. F. C. Scheuch, Dr.
do not wish to organize themslves as it his full support
clamber over one several times be H arry Turney-High and Professor Tuesday evening, November 24, from su ranee.
Freda McCaig, Great Falls, has
Professors Parker, Edmund Free-1 an active club, but would like to meet
cause they were shown to the wrong Matiieus Kast, all State University 7 to 9 o’clock. This is the very last
been added to the board of editors.
opportunity
for
seniors
to
have
th
eir1
man and W. E. Maddock compose the together once in a while.
Krnm, Saner, Gilbert and Vlckerman
seats. The Little Theater is not so faculty members.
The group has announced that it
pictures in the State University year
Compose Quartet to Sing1
Several Alumni Meet
large that ushers could not easily
Dr. Zapp came to this country last book. Proofs should be returned as State University committee on high'
wishes also to add at least one sopho
Folk Songs
school
debate
and
the
committee
ofj
learn the seating arrangements. A spring with Dr. Jeno Hervey of Buda
In attendance at the November• more to its number, the reason being,
soon as possible.
high school principals is composed meeting were: Dr. A. E. Diggs, Helen
little time taken to train the ushers pest, Hungary, to study economic con
that it is their wish that there always
of Payne Templeton, Kallspell; C. I. Hamerstrom Diggs, Les Colby, Betty
would be merely courtesy to the ditions in the United States. They
Rehearsals tor the “Pianta,” the
be someone to carry on when the older
Anderson, Ritchey, and K. W. Bergan, Johnson Colby, Hildegarde Mertz, (
patrons, and courtesy is the least a traveled through eastern and north
Spanish club’s Christinas festival,
heads have graduated.
Cascade.
The
cross-examination
sys
patron may expect.
were
begun yesterday afternoon a t 5
Mary Cardell, Alice Veit, Martha
eastern United States and Canada.
The staff includes, besides Misses
tem of debate will be used again this I Dunlap, Bruce Crippen, Luke Garvin,
They had visited Glacier park and
Klittke and McCaig, John Houston, o'clock in the women's gymnasium
year.
OLOMON GRUNDY, born on Sun were on their way to Yellowstone park i
Myron Soelberg, Jerry Wedum, Ted | Bozeman; Alicia O’Donnell, Missoula; under the direction of Elsie Emlnger,
The league has divided the state j Stark, Archie Weisner, Helen Carman,
day, baptized on Monday, married when they had a motor accident near
Henry Larom, formerly a department Spanish instructor.
into
four
sections
and
the
four
win-;
Spanish folk songs, as sung in
Harold Rivenes, Frank Brutto, Robert editor of the “New Y orker/’ New York
on Tuesday, took ill on Wednesday, Choteau. Hervey was killed and Zapp,
ners compete for the state title at the Rea and Frank Tierney.
Spanish homes a t Christmas time, are
due
to
injuries
received,
has
been
in
City, and Betty Foot, Helena.
grew w orse' on Thursday, died on
Interscholastic
track
meet
here
in
the
Stewart Stresses Eligibility at First
being practiced and will be presented
The next meeting of the Montana
Pick Name Today
Friday, buried on Saturday." The new a hospital most of the time since then.
spring. Whitehall high school was
Meeting of Hoopsters; Practice
Dr. Zapp, who has written consider
alumni group is scheduled for the
encountered | under the leadershIP of a Quartet com
Some difficulty
publication is going to be a salma
state champion last year. The best
Starts Next Quarter
ably
on
economic
subjects,
has
studied
|
middle
of
January.
yesterday afternoon at a special meet posed of Genevieve Krum, Lucille
gundi—hash, well seasoned— and we
individual debater in the final contest
ing of the board of editors in quest Saner, Clifton Gilbert and Billy Vickthought that there might be an apt at Heidelberg, Rome and Leipzig. He
will be granted a scholarship to the
Freshman basketball began for the
comparison between it and the man received his Ph.D. degree in economics
of a name, and definite selection will erman. Tambourines and castanets
State University of Montana by the
be postponed until this afternoon. are now being secured by Miss
in the nursery rhyme, but we discov from Leipzig, with minors in history current school year yesterday after State Board of Education, and a
noon with a meeting at the men’s
Editor Klittke announced that a num Eminger and the students who will
ered that unfortunately there is a and journalism.
souvenir cup will be presented to the
gymnasium at 3 o’clock. About thirty
ber on the campus have submitted participate in song and dance numbers
difference in spelling. But perhaps the
winning school by the State Univer
men attended the meeting and signed
names for the title page of the still where tambourines and castanets are
parallel remains anyway; the publica
sity, to be returned at the time of the
used will be taught how to use them.
for practice which starts at the be
nameless literary innovation.
tion has been born, will be christened
next contest, unless it is won three Erickson, Bovingdon, Pierson, Moore
The “Pianta” will be observed
ginning of the winter quarter. Coach
The first issue will be off the press
shortly, will probably be wedded to
times, in which chse the school shall
Join Law Fraternity
J. W. Stewart talked to the men during
before the end of the present quarter. Wednesday, December 9, instead of the
student Interests, and after that—
become the permanent owner of it.
club’s
regular meeting.
the meeting and stressed the point of
The student-magazine was founded at
maybe its career will be different from
■
Initiation of the pledges of Phi a picnic meeting at Rattlesnake can
eligibility.
Solomon Grundy’s.
Burc'li Devises Instrum ent to Detect I
Delta Phi, honorary law fraternity, yon, November 18, by 16 students.
The men who reported are: George
And Control Overtones
| was held Sunday morning, December Several faculty members have since
Sayetovicb, Anaconda; Clarence Cas
OMEONE didn’t approve of our
22,
in the School of Law building. become interested and there promises
tor,
Spokane,
Wash.;
James
Roberts,
attitude on cuts. We don’t retract
Elmer R. Burch, who was assistant Miles City; Roy Quanstrom, Chicago,
Those initiated were: John Erickson, to be ample support to carry the
but we will qualify. Courses may be
Helena; George Bovingdon, Missoula; periodical over the financial stringenprofessor of psychology here last year, HI.; Charles Stroup, Billings; Cal
------ ------made so interesting that students
and who is now working for his Ph.D. Emery, Billings; Ed Schmoll, Chicago, Texts Include History, Art, Education Dalton Pierson, Great Falls, and cies attendant to the establishment of Men and Women Will Enter Acts in
never cut, regardless of other demands
James Morrow, Moore.
degree at the University of Iowa, has 111.; Bill Freebourn, Butte; Harold
a new magazine.
Government and Other Topics
Annual Production
upon their time. While in other
Saturday a banquet was given by
devised a new piece of apparatus by Barker, Poison; Jim Brown, Butte;
courses there is an exactly opposite
the members of Phi Delta Phi in
which various overtones can be pro Walfrid Fall man, Missoula; Orville
At a meeting of the barb council
SPANISH CLUB WILL
“Disillusioned India,” by Dhan Gopal
attitude—students cut to escape an
honor of the pledges at a downtown
Kenfield, Iverson; Alan Odden, Dut
duced and controlled.
MEET THIS EVENING last Wednesday, it was decided that
Mukerji, is one of the outstanding
hour of intense boredom. There is no
cafe. Harold Anderson, Helena, acted
Mr. Burch is at the present time ton; Donald Aldrich, Superior; George
two
acts will be entered in the elimina
new books on the over-night shelf
especial appeal to go to a class in working on a new test project, "The
as toastmaster for the occasion. Talks
Shadoan, Livingston; Bill Blaskovich,
Because of Thanksgiving activities tion tryouts for Varsity Vodvil to rep
in the library. This latest collection
order to hear a professor repeat,
were given by all the pledges.
Sensitivity of Timbre,” one of the Anaconda; Roy Barnes, Whitehall;
the Spanish club will hold its regular resent the independent students. One
parrot-like, what any intelligent stu series of Seashore music tests. With Eugene Wagner, Morristown; Johnson of books includes work on botany,
The following alumni were present:
meeting this evening at 7:30 o’clock of these acts will be composed of
civic government, education, language,
dent may read for himself in the
Ted Jacobs, James Garllngton and
the aid of this new device the least Walkley, Plains; Roy Gotzinger, Winat
the Zeta Chi house, 601 Daly ave women and the other will be made up
architecture, art and history.
textbook. University students are sup
Tom Hlggjns^ all of Missoula. The
perceptible difference of timbre can nett; John O'Donnell, Missoula; Fred
nue, Instead of the Wednesday pre of men.
Included in this hew group are
posed to have passed that age when
alumni responded with short afterO’Dell, Missoula; Charles Flanagan,
now be accurately determined.
To the writers or authors of the two
ceding Thanksgiving as previously
“Cervantes,” by T. It. Ybarra; "As
Instructors must pour knowledge
dinner talks.
Great Falls; Ernest Holmes, Jr., Mis
chosen acts, a prize of $5 for each will
planned.
They Saw Us,” a story of the World
down their throats like distasteful
soula; Clark Teagarden, Shelby;
MASQUERS WILL PRESENT
Plans for the “Pianta,” a Christmas be awarded by the barb council. Any
War by Marshals Foch and Ludendorff,
medicine. A professor should be able
PLAYS IN ROUND BUTTE Howard Hazelbaker, Kansas City, Mo.;
party In typical Spanish style, will be member of the Independent organiza
and edited by George S. Viereck;
to add to the textbook information a
Tom Quinlan; Deer Lodge; Virgil
discussed by club members. A num tion may take part in this writing con
“Lorenzo the Magnificent,” David
fund of supplementary and back
Three one-act plays will be pre Hagens, Riverton, Wyo., and Curtis
ber of Informal games which will in test. All copies m ust be turned in to
Lath; “New York Nights,” Stephen
ground material which highlights the sented by the Montana Masquers in Hughes, Stanford.
volve conversation in Spanish will be the barb headquarters on or before
j Graham; “Etiquette,” Emily Post;
routine of the course, and makes a Round Butte, November 28. The three
played. Dorothy Taylor, Troy, will December 16. Tryouts for parts in
“John Paul Jones,” Phillips Russel;
university education worthwhile.
One of the features of yesterday's
plays are, “Rich Man, Poor Man,”
tell
a legend of old Spain and Spanish these acts will take place Junary 4
“George Borrow,” Samuel M. Elam; speech class broadcast over KGVO
"Confessional” and "The Necklace.”
to 9. Rehearsals will follow shortly
“Vatliek,” William Beckford; “Disil was a poem, “Guiseppe, the Barber,” songs will be sung.
These plays were recently produced
Refreshments will be served. Har after, beginning January 13.
lusioned India,” Dhan Gopal Mukerji; given in Italian dialect by Anthony
in the Little Theater and will be spon
riet
Eastman,
Missoula;
Mildred
Trus“Man and Mystery,” Ferdinand Ossen- D’Orazi, Missoula. These programs
sored in Round Butte by the Women’s
Sell, Hardin, and Bernice Nelson, Mis
Squads will be chosen from mem dowski; “Once There Was a Man have been given weekly for several
club and the Parent-Teacher’s asso
Napoleon,” Joseph Delteil; "The Evo weeks by Professor Darrell Parker’s soula, will act as hostesses.
Russian history as a correspondence ciation there. Twenty-five students bers of Check, student discussion or
lution of Prohibition in the United speech classes.
course will now be offered by L. W. will make the trip under the super ganization, to represent it in debates
States,” E. H. Cherrington; “Michel
SEVERY WILL SPEAK
Others appearing in yesterday’s
with other forensic groups.
Healer, instructor in the Department vision of Miriam Barnhill.
angelo,”
Romaln Rollard, and “Sound program were Mac Carnine, Missoula;
Phi Lambda, national honorary
The following committee was ap
of History. Four credits will be of
ing Stones of Architecture,” Philip | Clara Mabel Foot, Helena, and Grace
Dr.
J.
W, Severy, chairman of the I chemistry fraternity, held initiation
pointed
to
manage
the
debate
activities
HELEN GLEASON SPEAKS
fered to any student enrolling in this
of the club: Melvin Magnuson, N. *Yantz.
Dagget, Red Lodge. Carnine read a Department of Botany, will be one of ceremonies for seven m en'last Thurs
course, which will include a history
story by Ring Lardner, “Cinderella,” the speakers at the meeting of the day at Science hall. Those joining
Helen Gleason, chairman of the De Helena; James Likes, Missoula and
of Russia from the earliest times to
and Miss Foot gave a reading "Mr. Northwest Scientific association, to the group were: Paul White, Kermit
MATHEMATICS CLUB MEETS
the present with emphasis on the partm ent of Home Economics, spoke John Coleman, Boulder. This repre
sents
a
further
advance
in
Check’s
and Mrs. Barrister.” Robert Bench- be held in Spokane, December 29 and Carroll, Harold Kohlhase, all of Mis
to
the
Family
Education
Study
group,
Period since the Crimean war.
Mathematics club held a meeting in ley’s "A Christmas Spectacle” was 30. Dr. Severy will apeak on “Some soula; Elder Gauthier, Mllltown;
Pre-requisites are a junior standing held at the home of Mrs. Charles H. work and It tends to sponsor debates
Oarbobydf&se Relations in Leaves of Charles Holstrom, Anaconda; Rod
and a general course in European his Clapp Thursday evening on "Common among student groups on the campils Craig hall Wednesday evening at 8:15 read by Miss Dagget.
Healthy and Diseased Tobacco.” Dr. Chisholm, Havre, and Horace War
o’clock.
tory or the permission of the instruc Difficulties In Character Training of in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Smith and their C. W. Waters, asociate professor of den, Broadview.
Dr. G. D. Shallenberger delivered
tor. Russian hiptory was first offered Childhood." Miss Gleason discussed
Tim Clancy was a dinner guest at a lecture upon “Ground Tempera daughter, Martha, were dinnor guests Botany a t the State University, is the! Following initiation, plans were
as a regular course this fall and had the problems of quarreling, untrutha surprisingly large enrollment for a fulness and stealing 1A connection the Phi Sigma Kappa house Friday tures.” The meeting was well at ut the Sigma Phi Epsilon house Sun* chairman of the botany-zoology pro made for a trip to the Amalgamated
Beet Sugar factory.
gram for this meeting.
evening.
day.
tended by members of the club.
with child training.
first quarter course.
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Spanish Students
Begin Rehearsal
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S
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Barb Organization
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Parker’s Students
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Let Us Give Thanks

Shaw Play Is Presented by
Actors Under Angus’ Direction

drama called
General Burgoym
many of the audience had a
Image of th at famous person In mind.
However, it was a distinct th rill when
General Burgoyne, as done by Gene
Manis, came upon the stage for the
first time. Moreover, we feel sure
that Manis did very well by "Gentleman Johnny."
The settings were simple but effeclive. I think the only criticism that
can be levelled against "Devil's Dis-

Druids, men’s honorary
ON THANKSGIVING EVE organization, will meet tenirh!'''*'1
Sigma Alpha Epsilon home < is*
Bob Cooney, Charles O’Neill
Annual Foresters' fall danc
gymnasium
W
ed-101,ver
Hoye
act as hcelT **
held in the women1
This

dance is sponsored by the Forestry
club and is limited to forestry students
Last Friday and Saturday evenings
only. Bob Leslie's orchestra will play.
the Masquers presented "Devil’s Dis
Chaperons for the affair include:
ciple" in the Little Theater.
Dean and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding. Pro
In the Shaw play, a character came
fessor and Mrs. I. W. Cook and Pro
into the hands of Ruth Bernier that
fessor and Mrs. J. H. Ramsklll.
«ave her the opportunity to portray
various sensitive shades of feeling, ciple" was the fact th at a large
All of the members of the office
The spectator could observe in her I her of people were disappointed with
force of the State University will have
performance a complex play of mood the last scene In the last act.
a
Thanksgiving
party Wednesday from
and that was manifest In the visual
4 to 6 o'clock in the women’s rest
Image as well as in her voice.
room in Main hall. Turkey sandwiches
Jeanette McGrade, as Essie, did
For Posterity
and coffee will be served.
well. She portrayed the minor role
When a girl gets tired of her man
------------- ■— -------And affection's flame ceases to burn, | of the Illegitimate child of Mrs Dud
geon's brother with an admirable
Mrs.
She holds him as long as she can
m ary m oore
m ary m oore
will
sense
of
restraint
and
finesse.
The
In hopes the old love will return,
That failing,
failing, starts
starts fighting and hands I best performance of the evening, as I glve a talk on Earopean
I
him his
his hat
hat I far as we are concerned, was Peter tomorrow afternoon at 1 o clock
in |
him
And sends
him homewondering
Meloy's splendid characterization of Room 301 Main hall. This Is the]
ihds him
Christy
Dudgeon,
a
typical
"Hunky”
|
fourth
of
a
series
of
lectures
given
by
|
what causes that.
Mrs. Arnoldson on European a r t
type.
My dear. If my presence should pique,
The
following
cities
will
be
Included
Fred Moulton gave a fine perform
Permit me, my error to see.
ance as Anthony Anderson. He was in her lecture tomorrow: Florence,
Point out my mistakes in technique I convincing In his portrayal of th Rome, Granda, Madrid, Metz, Reims, |
That have mad- you grow weary j giudiom,, young minister, who became p |aa, Padova, Pompeii, Nurberg, Siena
of me.
a fighting fool when it was necessary. a nd Rothberg.
Please tell me the wherefore, the vhat Alice Taylor, who played Mrs. AnderThis lecture will be open to the
[ T w ill really
and the why;
, son, was a lovable person. Everyone public.
We'll appreciate that, your sucessor l
^
, lnc#rUy wUh whIch ghe
----------------------------

Hawkins and Clifton Hemgren as the
It’s an HI wind that blows anybody
British Sergeant both did their parts
a whiff of one of them.
with ability.
I It seems to me it Is always a risk
NCE again, high hopes and enthusiastic visions of an appreciative
Timely Etiquette Hints
response are being fostered by a group on the campus. This For dormitory women: Back away to choose a play th at contains a fa
group is trotting along the path which ends in the publication from the phone when you laugh, un mous person in history. Shaw’s
of a new magazine. An outlet for student creative writing ability has less somebody is taking a shower in
been found. Students from the various departments on the campus the next room. In that case, just hang
and three faculty members are endeavoring to introduce a publication up the phone, because nobody can
hear you anyway.
that will represent the work of an entire student body. They will ask For all other women: Back
for literary articles of such a type that a worthwhile magazine will|from the phone when you laugh

The New Publication

O

The Apt in Aptitude Tests

}\e Are Not Thankful for Thene1. The outcome of the Notre
Dame-U. S. C. game, the referee,
the announcer, the radio, the
weather and the fellow who is
thankful for anything.
2. Hell Gate canyon, Higgins
avenue bridge, Van Buren bridge,
the thermometer and its indica
tion.
3. Our shirt studs are still
somewhere in Idaho.
4. We probably won’t need them,
so they may as well stay there.

LL colleges belonging to the Association of American Medical
colleges have passed the requirement that any student wishing
Statistics
to enter those schools must first have passed an aptitude test
in order to see if he is fitted for that type of work. This is the second ^ umber of 8t«dents registered M78
year in which it is being used ; results from the first year’s trial indicate I 'o^eat^hursday18 Wh°
j 477
that it is a success.
j Number of students whose bad '
rreshmen upon entering the State University are required to take colds will make it impossible
a general aptitude test. After a month or two the scores of this test for them to attend classes Friare given to each student, with the information that he is in the I d ay.......... -............................ 872
highest one-fourth or second one-fourth or whatever it may be. No Numl’er of 8t,|den u who firmly
specific information is given by which he may know for what course a hoBday**1 F^*<lay ahonld ^
he is especially fitted. True, these tests are referred to several times Number of students who don't induring a student s college life— if he is placed on probation, or if he tend to come to school Friday
applies for a scholarship or if he receives yellow slips. In all these even though it is n 't.............. 872
cases the aptitude tests are valuable, but why not make more use of Number
N’umber of students who win
them and inform the student in his first year, as soon as the results; listen to the football game over
j the radio ................. _.................1,401
are compiled, what, according to the test, he is most able to do?
Number of students who will
Applying the results of the aptitude test when a student is placed listen to the footall game over
on probation or receives a yellow slip is like locking the stable after the radio in Missoula ..............1,231
the horse is stolen—advice based on fact might have avoided such a Number of students who think
misfortune, and more than that, it might help a student to find him the announcer is announcing
directly from the stadium .......
3
self and thus prevent so many misfits in life.

A

XOU

CARE FOB THE Brn
RESULTS
8e#

T h e L e a d in g Shoe She,
614 South Higgins

----------------------- ----------^
m ary m oore
m a r j^ T

Interesting

L

be T hanksgiving at

hom e w hen y ou tell

Exciting
and Smart
are the keynotes for the
clever formal gowns in
the new est colon at
Mary Moore’s.

the cost o f the sm art
The prices will sur

w ool suit y o u bought
at the

prise you pleasantly.

Metropole
Barber Shop
101 East Main

OUR WORK IS OUR
BEST RECOMMENDATION

I protect my voice
with LUCKIES

/ /

"It’s that delightful taste
after a cup of coffee that makes Luckies
a hit with me. And naturally I protect
my voice with Luckies. No harsh irritants
for m e . . . I reach for a Lucky instead.

Congratulations on your improved
Cellophane wrapper. I can open It."

Who can forget Edmund Lowe as"Ser
geant Quirt" In "What Price GloryT"
That mighty role made Eddie famous in
filmland—and he's more than held his I
own in a long line of talkie triumphs. We
hope you sawhim in "The Spider." And
be sure to see him in the Fox thriller

"The Cisco Kid."

Number of students who think
the announcing Is a J o k e .........1,228

Our Skating Rink
INE co-operation has been shown again on the campus this week.
Credit must be given to the Forestry club for inaugurating the
installation of a skating rink on the Montana campus. This
beginning, with the able help of other departments, should culminate
in an enjoyable recreation point for the members of the school. The
rink will be reserved for State University students and faculty members
and should prove to be one of the activity centers on the campus as
long as cold weather lasts. The Forestry club and others who helped
with the rink deserve all the thanks of the student body.

F

Professional
Directory
D R . EM ER SO N ST O N E
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and », Higgins Building
Phone 4097

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
Tuesday to Thursday!

Wednesday io Friday!

WILL
ROGERS

PAUL LUKAS

—in —

“Ambassador
Bill ”
America’s Greatest Humorist in His
Newest and Best Picture

Of Course You’ll Want to See It

—In—

“ The
Beloved
Bachelor”
l New

Star . . . An Unusual Story
. . Produced by P aram o u n t. . .
You’ll Surely Enjoy It!

- ■

\Arnoldson Speaks
On Foreign Cities

IHREE hundred and ten years ago, a little band of hardy Puritans
set aside a day in late November, and gave thanks to the Lord for
their blessings. This day of Thanksgiving marked the first anni
versary of their landing in America, after a hectic crossing from
England. In the year that followed, they had carved their homes out
of the wilderness; they had sown crops and reaped them. Their
harvests were bountiful and the cellars were full; wild game was
abundant and they did not lack meat. These pioneers had their
families, their homes and food. Their hearts were overflowing and
they rejoiced.
Sixteen twenty-one has become 19.} I. The tiny log settlement in
an<1 *•
played the role of a suppressed
Mable Murchison, assistant to the
the midst of the wilderness at Plymouth has grown into the richest
~ ~
woman, who revolted against her con- registrar, and Haxel Mumm, counter
I
nk
has
been
feeling
quite
poorly
ventlon8
in
order
to
save
Richard
clerk In the registrar's office, have
nation in the world, with some hundred twenty million souls. Our
since the South Bender last ^ d a y . l
fr0m the gallows.
returned from their vacations. Mis.
heritage is rich, and has been bought yith great cost, by those brave children.
So rotten, In fact, that those
and fearless ones who played the leading roles in the nation’s making. | ^ 7 c i g a 7 s ‘t ^ t e ’gHod“........ ..............I Lc8lle Pace playlng ,he leadlng role Murchison spent her vacation at Kail
Nineteen thirty-one, as compared to other years in the nation’s
------aa ,hc Dc' ils ^ iBClple *omeho* pelb_________________________
-There are millions
It’s the same old flora. Gift cigars. mana*ed to keep nil''® the picture o f|
history, has been a dismal failure, economically.
a rogue and typical bad man while
in the country, for whom, perhaps, this Thanksgiving will hold little „
^ .
..
. I he also gained the admiration of the
FINE HAIR CUTTING
Somebody said: Give a man enough
audience .for his. sheer bravado and!
or no cheer. But if we remember that our unemployed fare better
rope and he’ll hang himself.”
OUR SPECIALTY
generosity.
than the average working class of other nations; that we have been
viisted by no death-dealing plagues or famines; that we have dwelt The correct expression Iks “Give a Although pl&ytng the minor role of
Uncle Titus Dudgeon, W arner Halgren
in peace with our fellow-men; then, surely, we must, as did our man enough rope and he’ll choke him managed to compel attention by his
self and all his friends.”
Pilgrim forefathers, rejoice and be thankful.
acting George Wellcome as Lawyer

result from the efforts made.
College students in the United legates spend little time in constructive
writing and speaking. They may be able to learn from text books
or memorize lines in dramatic productions, but work along lines of
reflective thinking is sadly neglected. They have the alibi that they
do not have the necessary time; they cannot use energy that should |
be used in the prepaparation of lessons. Mental laziness can excuse [
many things but negligent use of given talents may be termed social
crime.

T ry Us
IF

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
20ft Montana Block

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of ’24

Mada of the finest tobaccos —
The Cream of many Crops—LUCKY
STRIKE alone offers the throat pro
tection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
Process which includes the use of
modern Ultra V io let R ays —the
process that expels certain harsh,
biting irritants naturally present in
every tobacco leaf. These expelled
irritants are not present in your
LUCKY STRIKE. " They're out —so they
canjbe in!" No wonder LUCKIES are
always kind to your throat.

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE
S e a le d T ig h t—E ver R ight

The Unique Humidor Package

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
108 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

“It’s toasted”

V ou r

T h r o o t P r o f c tlo n —g q q |n » t I rrlt

n—o g aln it coug

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
•105 Wilma Bldg.
Phono 5200

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that “ Toasted” Flavor Ev e r Fresh

DR. GEORGIA C0STIGAN
CHIROPODIST
208 Wilma

TONE IN ON
with the world',An**,* dance
orchestras,
andLUCKYSTJUKGjfiOniodemminwia
Walter Wlnchell, whose tu lp o f today
beet
tomorrow, everyTuesday,Thursday and l
rn(n|OMrN.B.C.i

Z ip —And it’s openl
See the new notched tab on the top
of the package. Hold down one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple
Quick. Zip I That’s all. Unlquel Wrapped in dustproof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean, protected, neat, FRESH-what could be more
HlOtltrn than LUCKIES’ Improved Humidor package
-s o easy to openl Ladles-the LU C K Y TAB

Is-y o u r finger nail protection.

Tuesday, November

24, 1931

THE

Old-Time Athlete
Discusses Modern
Game of Football

MONTANA

KAIMIN
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l»r selling one above Unit: amount.
the executive council of the national
Management of the book storo is
group. The Montana chapter placed
in the hands of a committee composed
ninth in the professional achievement
of
Mary
Lowney,
Lora
Brown
and
I award in which 29 schools were enStaff members of the Chinook, State
Normal college annual, held a meeting Margaret Souders.
l,rei1,
amon® the
flrst
lF nU vl N
i 1oC uWf lMv ipc m
m hu pc ir os S|X
ln and
the was rate<1
ot chapter
publicaOctober 26, to determine the theme
Montana—-its geography, geology,
joe Ungen Played on First Footahll j of tiro 1931-32 year book, it wae
tions and activities in which there
Team at State College;
j decided that the institution itself will resources and climate, forms one of Compton, Hlggln
Kirton, Schneider were 24 entered. Alpha Beta Sigma,
the principal topics of the second
Now Lives Here
Are Pledged to Journalism
Pennsylvania State college, was grant
constitute the prevailing sentiment
annual
Gatezclunann
prize
essay
ed a charter by Sigma Delta Chi.
Organization
silhouette idea may be carried out in
contest
at
the
School
of
Mines.
This
At the regular meeting of the Press
"Football is not the same game it the art work. General make-up, snap contest was instituted last year with
shots and minor details vere agreed
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s professional club last Wednesday evening, four
was back in 1397 when I played on
the hope of inspiring comprehensive
upon at the session.
men
were pledged to Sigma Delta Chi.
journalism
fraternity,
Initiated
seven
the first Bobcat team at Bozeman,”
papers on the various phases of
They are: Fred Compton, Willlston,
declared Joe Hagen, dark-eyed, heavygeology. The student has seven topics new members last Sunday at 2:30 North Dakota; Ray Higgins, Anacon
o’clock in the home of A. L. Stone,
Students at Montana School of from which to choose.
set alumnus of Montana State Col
da; Stewart Kirton, Malta; Richard
lege, at present manager of the j Mines, in their spare time after toiling
Prize essay winners last year were: dean of the School of Journalism at Schneider, Missoula. Last Wednesday
over engine ring studies and working John E. Blixt, senior from Kensing the State University.
M iss o u la Laundry.
being
the sixteenth anniversary of the
•■For 25 years I was so disgusted a shift or two in the mines each week, ton, Minnesota, and George Smith, 1 Those who were initiated are: El
local chapter, the pledging was car
bert Covington, Wheat Basin; John
with football after I quit playing that j are now busy organizing a glee club, freshman. Great Falls.
ried out in connection with the Press
Curtis, Libby; Michael Kennedy, Belt;
I never went to see a game. I am a dram atic society and a band.
I club meeting. F. H. Cooney, Missoula,
Plans aye nearing completion for Radcliffe Maxey, Missoula; Wesley spoke .to the group on “The Press
fan, though, now.
"There was very little in the game
Announcement has been made by the reception which will be given soon Scott, Plains, and Mitchell Sheridan, I From the Business Man’s Point of
interest a spectator in those days, President Francis A. Thompson of the by the Montana State College branch Butte. Charles Hardy. Missoula, in Vie
Closer playing formations were used. School of Mines, that Spanish and of the A.I.E.E. for the Montana section structor in journalism, was made an
associate member of the professional
A line would charge, and a m an go German are to be offered to seniors in the electric laboratory.
Patronize Kainiin advertisers.
group.
down. Then all the rest would pile on nnd graduate students this year. Both

Sigma Delta Chi
Holds Initiation

Tom Mooney, Montana delegate,
top of him. During one game we car- beginning and advanced French and
Spanish are available to general
gave a report of the sevente
ried seven men off the field.
nual convention held at Min
‘Butte high school used to be our course freshmen and as electives
Minn., November 16, 17, 18,
bitterest rival. It never made much | engineers, but the new courses F
difference who won. Butte used to take a special need.
initiation. At the convention
were given over to talks and discus
the game at Butte and we would
Spanish is essential to the engineers Collection t . „
at Bozeman. There was always a | ° f the mineral industry because of
^
nc»»y " en,‘ jsion by many prominent newspa r
dance after the game and everyone | the extensive South American mining
•
0IIS
j men on varied subjects pertaining 0
would have a good time, although we | properties to which young technicians
I,he profession. Ralph Casey, chalrn n
t
ased to get rough during the game. are often sent for their first practical
A constantly growing shelf in the °* the department of journalism
Referee Saw Little
experience. German is of considerable library is the Authors' club book | Minnesota and a former member r
“The referee’s business was to see value to men specializing in metal-1 shelf,
hich contains all published
;
as little as possible. Only the most lurS5‘ as German is highly proficient | works of faculty members.
The |
flagrant and conspicuous cases of ln that particularly Industrial a rt
I Authors' club is composed of all men
on the faculty who have had works
slugging might draw a warning on I
—
the offender. It was nothing for*a
Twenty seniors and eight faculty | published. Present members of the j
GIRLS IN SIBERIA
player to place his heel in a fallen members of Montana State College I club are President C
Clapp, Dr. wear these new flannel Cat’s
Pajamas.
Colorful, warm, and rea
J. Lennes, Dr. A S. Merrill, Dean
opponent's face and twist his heel have become pledges of the Phi Kappa
sonable—$1.75-$1.95.
L. Stone, Professor P. C. Phillips.
honorary scholastic fraternity,
until the other man’s face was noth ~

Many Books Appear
On A u th o rs’ Shelf

ART AND GIFT SHOP
signifying that scholastically they rep-1 0ne former faculty member also has
ing but a pulp,
Near the Wilma
“I will never forget one game at resent the upper tenth of their class. works on the shelf. Dr. Joseph W.
Kirkwood.
Butte. A student named Tomkins was
playing center. He became angry at I Members of the faculty and student I Books at present on the shelf inthe opposing center and did something body of the Eastern Montana Normal elude a number of mathematics books
to arouse his ire. The next play re- school, Billings, held an Armistice by Dr. Lennes and Dr. Merrill, sev-1
Dependable Laundry Service
suited in an end run. When the dust d®? luncheon with 325 ln attendance, eral bulletins on geology and mapping
had cleared away the two centers were A. program followed and school was by Dr. Clapp, several history volumes
found by themselves in the center of dismissed for the rem ainder of the by Professor Phillips, one written i n .
I conjunction with Dr. Lennes and one
the field, arms folded, and butting j
j with Professor Lewis; “Following Old |
each other with all their might. That
Professor
Conkling of th e | Trails,” by Dean Slone; “Whither
was good football technique then.
“My nose used to bleed easily. Department of Civil Engineering, Mon Democracy," by Dr. Lennes, and j i i
About the first thing that would hap tana State College, was appointed by “Mountain T ^ e s and Shrubs,” by J "
pen in a game wonld be my getting Governor L. E. Erickson to serve on | Joseph Kirkwood
a swat on the nose. It would begin to j *ke state committee for unemployment
These are all complete works and
bleed and I would wipe it on my relief recently.
there are also a number of periodi
sleeve. By the time the game was over
cal articles which have been brought
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
I was a terrible sight, although it
Associated Women students at Boze- together. Several new books are now
NATIONAL BANK IN
wonld not hart worth mentioning.
MONTANA
man opened a secondhand book store being catalogued and will be placed I
on Armistice
Armtaticp day
dav They plan to make on the shelf soon.
Had No Coach
this their major project for the year,
“We didn’t have any coach thenjust elected a captain and did the best I A commission rate of 16 cents iB Irene Crego and June Gaskinn were
The Best in Poultry
we could. One of the professors whose 1charged for selling books under three jsu n d ay guests of Alpha Chi Omega
TURKEYS - DUCKS - GEESE
name I cannot recall, used to spend I dollars in original cost and 25 cents
For Thanksgiving
some of his spare time coaching ns.
DON’T WALK HER HOME
We used to try to get together two j ftom the eighth grade to college I
or three times during the week for a then -and that 18 what Mr. Hagen did. The other fellow may call a Blue
126 HIGGINS AVENUE
bird Cab, or rent a U-Drive car.
little practice. The professor knew After graduating from a one-year
Phones 2197-2198
Dial 2351
something of the game and really course in bookkeeping and accounttaught us a few things. We had no ancy *>e look “ P the butcher's trade in
BLUEBIRD CAB CO.
regular equipment, and bought what Bozeman. Six months later he acci- 212 East Main
Always Open
MISSOULA
we had out of onr own pockets or dentally shot himself, and on recoverfrom donations obtained by passing inB from his Injuries he found a Job
LAUNDRY CO.
the hat at games.
on a new building which was being
I’hone 3118
“There were no grandstands on the erected In Bozeman. The boss liked
HAT BLOCKING
field. We did manage to rig up a pair him, and when the building was corn
DRY CLEANING
When typewritten should
el goal posts, as they did not cost pleted asked him to remain and run
much. The crowd nsed to stand the new laundry which the building
receive
aroimd in a circle when the line was was to house. When 19 years old Joe
forming for a charge. If a man made wa8 foreman in the laundry,
s long rnn with the ball, the spec“It waa not because I was capable,
fetors scurried after him to see at either,” he smiled, "but I did know
close range. If the ball worked back more than any of the others.”
the crowd came with i t We nsed to I Mr. Hagen came to Missonla in 1908
have some pretty big crowds In those I and has lived here ever since that
112 EAST BROADWAY
days, too.
time. He was first brought to MonPlione 2457
“Abont twenty men turned out for tana from a German-speaking canton

GLEASON GETS INVITATION
Helen Gleason, head of the Depart
ment of Home Economics, received
an invitation from the White House to
attend a meeting of the President’s
Conference on Home Building and
Home Ownership, at Washington, D.
C., on December 2 to 5, 1931. Miss
Gleason does not expect to be able to
attend the meeting.

Now you may buy two large
tubes of

Dr. West’s Tooth Paste
for 33 Cents
—At—

Peterson Drug Co.
216 NORTH HIGGINS
“A Good Place to Trade”

Double Value Saving Specials

D R ESSES

Mt

Original Price $12.75
NOW
*

1

I

2 for $ 15.90
Original Price $19.75
NOW

Florence Laundry

L

2 for $25.50

ip iP

--------------------

j®
1
*
IK
An
US

The First
N ational Bank

HATS
1.95

-

$

2 .9 5

-

$

3.95

Lubin’s Style Shop
il

h e n the girls begin to cut cor
ners in our cars and do back
somersaults in our planes and borrow
our c ig a re tte s —
then it’s time to
take to a pipe!
Call it the last
stronghold of mas
culine defence—or
the one pet divers io n o u r l i t t l e
friends keep their
fingers
Call it
w h at you w ill—
there’s something
downright satisfy
ing, understanding, companionable
about a friendly, mellow, MASCU
LINE pipe! I t ’s a real man’s smoke!
And a pipe's a t
its best when you
fill it up with Edgeworth. There’s a
rare, mellow flavor
yjgtLk,
to th e E dgea K i | <J j worth blend of
B fcw “ “" W fine hurleys that
sim p ly c a n ’t be
touched. I t’s cut
long—to give you
a cool, slow-burn
s smoke
ing smoke. And
you’ll find it the favorite with smokers
in 42 out of 54 colleges.
You can get Edgeworth wherever
good tobacconists sell smokes. But if
you’ve never tried it, we’d like the fnn
of treating you to th at first satisfying
pipeful. Just write to Laras & Bro. Co.,
105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.

W

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

New Satin and Metallic

$

MAN’S
SMOKE!

Save Vz on Your

TO O TH PASTE

End-of-the-Month Sale
.

Let’s smoke a

Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burieys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edge
worth’s distinctive
_
-.C.
and exclusive elev
enth process. Buy
Edgeworth any
where in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth PlugSlice. All
pocket
package to £x.;o
pound humidor tin.

SEE LUBIN’S NEW SELECTION OF FORMALS

Missoula Market

Through the Keyhole

NOTEBOOKS
“A ”f

Lister Typewriter
Service

•he team, and in a game we usually of Switzerland at the age of two I
oacd the whole squad. We would put
the best men ln first, and then re
place them with substitutes as fast
88 they were disabled, so that the
8rew rapidly weaker as the game
*e"t on. This made little difference
•he resuft, as our opponents were
8P against the same proposition.
“I don't suppose we could have made
8 decent showing against any of the
Present-day high school teams in the
• Going outside of the state to
P *as a thing nnthought of, for
*^*d
way of going and would
bly have made a ridiculous spec* * ot ourselves if we had.
On First College Team
I played on the first college team
"Montana, I think, but I am not
a?out It. It was a brutal,
•tyl * *ame *ben. I like the modern
To make your classes on cold
’fbb the rottenness and foul
„ ™ g ren>oved. It is still a man’s
mornings. Don’t be caught
“ “ e even today.”
with your radiator frozen.
Members of that first team have
^ tered as far as Australia, though
A frozen radiator means un
ea m any of them are still around
told delay and expense. Fill
®aii, thought Hagen.
up now with
__*** "°t Impossible i

Something New in

S cragB ooks
*8tur* for clippings and
e"lrs. Does away with
g ue- Attractive binding.
Only $ 2 .5 0

Office Supply
____ 188 North Higgins

CRYSTAL BARBER and
BEAUTY SHOP

Roast Turkey
Tender and delicious with oys
ter or onion dressing.
ORDER EARLY

HOWARD PATTON, Proprietor
Montana Building'

L

John R. Daily Co.

GOING TO THE SHOW?

Dial 2181

O.K. I’ll see you at

Branch— MODEL MARKET

Kelley’s

Dial 2835

Thanksgiving Specials
CRANBERRY SHERBET
and
PUMPKIN ICE CREAM

H aD ees Anti-Freeze

McKenzie-Wallace
Service Co.
Distributors

Our LAWYER is here to tell the world how a university student should
dress. Just LOOK AT HIM, children. Isn’t he just the perfect picture? His
shoes are shined (to start at the bottom and work u p ) ; his pants— pardon,
“ trousers”— are marvelously creased, his topcoat is the very latest in fall
styles, his gloves look like they might be that fashionable pigskin, his hat is
surely the latest in snap-brifn felts, and, MY DEAR, that necktie is certainly
an artistic creation. And don’t forget to notice that he has just stepped out
of the barber’s chair and boasts a shave and a haircut (25c?).
He didn't know we were looking when he was trying on his newest
wardrobe, so we are able to present him as our co-eds will see him on the
campus.
Although he didn’t tell us, we know that he looks extraordinarily snazzy
because he patronized Kaimin advertisers.

Rador Glycerine
D enatured Alcohol

THIS, my dear children, is a LAWYER. He resides in the red brick
monument to your right as you circle the oval. The imposing building is
filling for his dignity and position in the university.

A d d a Punch to Your Parties With Punch
from the

Golden Glo Creamery

DO YOU KNOW THAT - - Kaimin advertisers appreciate your patronage?

NTANA
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QrfjfeTBelEhankfiiHO
BETTER
GLASSES

$1.25 SPECIAL $1.25

That you may have the fullest pleasure from your Thanksgiving day, this issue of the Mon
tana Kaimin comes to you with suggestions from Missoula merchants of ways and means of
adding to the happiness of the day.

A t B arn e tts
1*29 EAST BROADWAY
DR. L. R. BARNETT
DR. D. R. BARNETT

For Your

We wish to thank Missoula merchants and the students at this time for the patronage they
give the Montana Kaimin.
THE MONTANA KAIMIN

THANKSGIVING
ROAST
Don’t try' to do your roasting
in that old roaster again this
year. Get a new one. We have
just the kind you want and it
will last you for many Thanks
givings to come.

98c to $4.00

Thanksgiving
CANDIES
Johnston s
Fruits and Nuts

Page & Shaw

Missoula Hardware
& Plumbing Co.
228 NORTH HIGGINS AYE.
Phone 5890

Bonbons - Chocolates
Caramels
I-pound Boxes

THANKSGIVING GREETINGS
Come in for a sole or a heel.
You’ll find them necessary.

YOUNGREN SHOE SHOP
RAY P. WOODS

It’s
Tough

Basement of Higgins Bldg.

50c to $1.50
SMITH DRUG

But

Cor. Higgins and Broadway

c

Thanks^vin^

Olives
Crab Cocktail
Special F ru it Salad
Soaps
Chicken Noodle
Oyster Soup
Meats
•• -Jv
Roast Turkey, C ranberry Sauce
Roast Goose, Spiced Baked Apple
Roast Chicken, Giblet Dressing
Special Clnb Steak
Orange Ice
Baked Sweets
Mashed Potatoes
Buttered Asparagus
Corn F ritte rs and Lemon Sauce
Pumpkin
Mince
Plum Pudding—Fru it Cake and Ice Cream
Tea, Coffee or Milk
If you can't go home—-do the next best thing—enjoy this dinner at the

Why not remember the folks at home on Thanksgiving Day
with

Martha Washington Candy
$1 and $2 boxes
Wrapped for Mailing

it’s not so bad
when you eat your
at the

\

MENU
Celery
Fresh Shrim p

COFFEE PARLOR

being away from home
on Thanksgiving Day

WE DELIVER

THANKSGIVING DINNER

Public Drug Store
"Florence Hotel Bldg.

urk6V

Let’s Be
Thankful!

Florence Hotel
$1.25 Per Plate
12 to 1:45

5 to 7:45

If you can'i be at home
on Thanksgiving send

W hen he asks your
preference suggest a
Traub Genuine Orange
Blossom.

HAVE YOU ORDERED
YOUR THANKSGIVING

TURKEY

Perhaps you will select
it yourself. We shall be
glad to give our assist
ance.
Tr

You can do better at

Kittendorff’s
There*s a reason

I

Prices for prime quality
turkeys are within the reach
of everyone.
ORDER NOW

Schramm-Hebard
Meat Co.
417 North Higgins
Phone 3191

flow ers. W e w ill wire
them for you.

Garden City
Floral
NOW IS THE TIME
to select your Personal Christ
mas Cards.
Beautiful cards with your
name engraved or printed,
from $2.50 for 25, and up.

McKAY ART CO.

Thanksgiving Values in

Costume Jewelry
f

Add the finishing touch to your Thanks
giving outfit from our collection of sport
and formal jewelry.

C. L. W o r k in g
“Always Working
12*2 North lllgglns Avei

Remember your hostess with
flowers Thanksgiving Day.

She will appreciate a bouquet
of gold and white chrysanthe-

The Puritans used a bowl
and shears in hair-cutting.
The modern Tonsoral Artist
works painlessly, swiftly and
efficiently.
His efforts develop best personal
appearance.
Let’s be thankful for him!

Heinrich’s
Flowers
120 E. Broadway

FLORENCE
BARBERS
“Experts—ask them”
Here’s to your barber, who
sounds the keyuote of modern
personality.

Tuesday, Novem ber 2 4 , 1931

T H E M O N T A N A K A I MI N

Society • •
SOCIAL CALENDAR
W ednesday, Novem ber 25
Delta Delta Delta .........................................................................Formal
Sigma Mu C h i..................................................................................Dance
Forestry club ............. • • • • • • • • • • • • ........................................Dance

Friday, Novem ber 27
Zeta Chi ...........................................................................................Formal
Alpha Chi O m ega.........................................................................Fireside
Faculty..............................................................................Dancing Party
Social activities at Plymouth in the fall of 1621 were looking up.
For almost a year the energies of the Pilgrims had been directed
toward building up the settlement. There had been no time for
merriment Suddenly, the ingenious idea was conceived of throwing
a celebration, the like of which had never been seen in the New World.
Young men took their trusty muskets from the wall and entered
the forests in search of fowl and game. Birds were plentiful. The
hunters, feeling rather the worse for wear after the harvest season,
shot many of them rather than trying for the game which was more
elusive. It was thus that turkey became incorporated with the
idea of Thanksgiving.
Nineteen thirty-one finds the descendents of those who “came
over on the Mayflower,” anxiously looking forward to another repe
tition of America’s famous banquet. State University students who
are able to reach home over the holiday will not miss the opportunity.
The modem Priscilla has lost the gentle art of blushing and a few
other achievements but nevertheless she still appreciates having John
Alden take her to dinner on Thanksgiving, particularly when she is
unable to go home for her turkey. That, my dear Joe College, is
a subtle hint.
Kappa Delta Tea
Kappa Delta was hostess at a formal
tea given Sunday in compliment to
Bessie Faegin, national inspector. Ap-1
proximately fifty guests were received
during the afternoon from 3 until 5 “ Devil’s Disciple” Cast Earns Merits
o'clock. They were welcomed by Bessie
In Dramatic Group.
Fhegin, Mrs. Caroline Avery, Roerta I
Carkeek. Mrs. Walter Kennedy and
Under the new system adopted by
Mrs. J. B. Speer.
the Montana Masquers, points are
The house was decorated with lav
awarded to students acting or assist-]
ender and yellow chrysanthemums,
ing with plays. These points are
and lavendar tapers lighted the small
based npon ability and quality of work
tables at w h i c h refreshments were done.
served.
The following points were awarded
to students for work done in '‘Devil's
Kappa Sigma Party
Disciple”
: Ruth Bernier, Helena, 7;l
Members ot Kappa Sigma were
guests at a theater party Saturday Jeanette McGrade, Butte, 8; Peter
evening when the group attended the Meloy, Townsend, 8; Fred Moulton,
Masquers' showing of “Devil's Dis-1 Billings, 7; Alice Taylor, Missoula, 8;
W arner Halgren, Billings, 5; Eugene
ciple.” Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cogswell
Hunton, Missoula, 4; Margaret Raitt,
were entertained at the chapter house
Helena, 2; Martha Kimball, Missoula,
l a t e r in the evening when refresh
2; George Wellcome, Anaconda, 5;
ments were served and a social hour
Leslie Pace, Bozeman, 9; Clifton Hemwas enjoyed.
gren, Missonla, 5; Taylor Gardner,]
Missoula, 7; Gene Manis, Hamilton, 9 ;|
Kappa Alpha Theta Dance
Ruth Wold, Laurel, 7; David Duncan,]
Kappa Alpha Theta’s formal dance!
Billings, 6; Jerome Frankel, Cleve-j
was held last Saturday evening at
land, O., 8; Earl Welton, Townsend, 8;
the Elk's temple and was attended by
Gertrude Hawks, Great Falls, 7; I
members of the chapter and their
Miriam Barnhill, Missoula, 3; Robert]
guests and Mary Taaffe Corette and
Busey, Missoula, 6; Martha Jeffrey,
Virginia Cooney. Music was provided
Hamilton, 4; Wallis Duncan, Hel
by Paul Keith and his orchestra. Mrs.
ena, 7; Richard Shaw, Missoula, 6,
Maude C. Betterton and Mrs. Edna
John Grierson, Myers, 6; Curtis
Palmer were chaperons.
Barnes, Lewistown, 3; Georgia Mae
Metlen, Dillon, 5; Marian Smith, Great
Kappa Delta Formal
Falls, 5; Jack Robinson, Missoula, 4.
Kappa Delta entertained at a formal
dance last Saturday evening a t the
Orchard Homes Country club. Mr. | EDITH PEAK HIKE WILL
BE CLUB’S NEXT GOAL
and Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger and Mrs.
Caroline Avery chaperoned the affair,
for which music was provided by Nat
Another hike Is scheduled for next
Allen and his five-piece orchestra. Sunday by the Mountaineers, local
Decorations were in green and white. hiking enthusiasts, the objective being

turn them to the library cloak room or
the telephone booth in Main hall? Roward.

Notices
Saturday, November 2$, is the end
ot the ninth week in the autumn quar
ter. Students are warned that, "When
a student withdraws from a course
after the ninth week he shall receive
one of the regular grades as follows:
(1) a passing grade if the work of the
course has been completed; (2) other
wise, an incomplete grade, a condi
tion, or a failure, according to the
judgment of the instructor.” (See
student handbook, page 13).
Seniors who are candidates for a
degree at the end of the spring quar
ter must file applications for degrees
in the Registrar’s office not later than
Wednesday, January 13. Delayed ap
plications are subject to a fee of $5.
The library will be closed Thanks
giving day, Thursday, November 26,
but will be open on the usual hours
Friday.
All students with doctor or medi
cine bills for this quarter must present
itemized receipts to the health serv
ice not later than December 18 for
refunds.
MRS. LE CLAIRE,
State University Nurse.
Will the person who took the brown
tweed top-coat and slate-colored
gloves from the library by mistake,
sometime Tuesday, November 17, re
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International Club
Analyzes Problems

French club will meet today at 4:30
o’clock at the Alpha Phi house. This .Student Club May Sponsor Debate
Team to Meet Other Groups
Is an important meeting and all mem
bers are urged to attend.
NAOMI G. STBRNHEIM,
“Analytic discussions of world topics
President.
Is the program adopted this year by
the International club,” George Norris
Spanish club will meet tonight a t the of Anaconda, president of the club,
Zeta Chi house, 601 Daly avenue, at said Friday.
7:30 o’clock. Plans for the "Planta”
“Wo are making an effort to better
will be discussed and all members understand the present day problems
urged to attend.
through the medium of Individual ex
ALICE TAYLOR,
periences and study,” he stated.
Secretary.
The discussion program Is based on
three phases: a peace policy, which
Lost—Maroon leather glasses case is the ultimate object of the club,
having K-539 stamped on the inside based on a study of international re
flap and a black and white Shaeffer lations, which In turn Is contributed
fountain pen.
to by the knowledge that the members
have of their native countries, and a
Lost—Pair of gray gloves some
where on the campus.' Name of Ger after Thanksgiving at the home of
ald Alquist is mafked on inside. Jesse Bunch, interchurch pastor, 616
Finder return to telephone booth or Biddy avenue.
Kaimin office.
The men's glee club will meet to
Lost—Black leather key-case con night at 7:15 o'clock in the studio of
taining four keys. Finder return to DeLoss Smith, Room 305 Main hall.
telephone booth.
W. A. A. executive board will have
—
Lost—A pair of glasses, with white a meeting Tuesday afternoon at 6
gold rims Friday afternoon on the o'clock in the women's gymnasium.
campus. Finder please return to the
There will be a regular meeting of
telephone booth in Main hall.
Interfraternity council Wednesday at
The State University Fellowship 6:15 o'clock at the Phi Sigma Kappa
group will hold open house Friday house.

presentation of this knowledge to
Lavina Caird and Frances Smith
other members. Such interchanging of were dinner guests at the Delta Delta
ideas and specific facts is designed Delta house last night.
to lead to and create a better under
standing of the various viewpoints.
May Have Debate Team
Commenting on the possibilities of
For Grizzly Students
the club, Norris said: "The club at
present is considering the feasibility
THE GRIZZLY BARBER
of sponsoring a debate team to com
SHOP
pete with the Debate Union and with
Check. In this manner, discussion,
formal and informal, will be stimu
lated generally.”
The club a t the present time is rep
resented by students from 14 different
countries and has attained its largest
membership in several years. Several
Americans are regular members and
the work done by the club is increas
Why take a chance these
ing with the added memberships. The
cold nights! You may
club, which was noted in the past for
freeze your car beyond
the musical talent it represented; will
repair. Call a heated
continue to have the same high degree
Bluebird Cab and be
of entertainment In this respect
comfortable — both In
body and mind.

The G rizzly Shop

TAXI!

TAXI!

AWAY FROM HOME!
Try Our

Thanksgiving
Dinner
“With all the Trimmings”

Sandwich Shop

BLU EBIRD
CAB CO.
DIAL 2351
Remember — 2 ride for
only 50c, 25c for each
additional passenger In
city limits.
CARS FOR RENT—U DRIVE
212 East Main S t

Across from High School

Points for Acting
Are Given Students!

the summit of Edith peak, north of
Kappa Alpha Theta Luncheon
Frenchtown. The group will be led
Mrs. Edna Palmer was guest of by Theodore Shoemaker, new super
honor at a bridge luncheon a t the visor of the Lolo national forest
Kappa Alpha Theta house Thursday
Last Sunday’s trip to Gold Peak
at 1:30 o'clock.
bad to be altered because of deep snow
The guests were: Mrs. C. H. Clapp, on the roads In that vicinity. Instead,
Mrs. F. K. Turner, Mrs. Theodore I the group hiked up O’Brien creek,
,Brantley; Dean Harriet Rankin Sed- west of Maclay bridge. Ski parties
man, Mrs. A F. LeClaire, Mrs. Ellers are being arranged for the winter
Koch, Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Mrs. R. J. i months.
Maiey, Miss Alice Woody, Mrs. J.
Wilson Moore, Mrs. Maude C. Betterton, lire. Elmer J. Carter, Mrs. J. B. I
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
Speer, Mrs. Caroline Avery, Mrs. M.
and BEAUTY PARLOR
F. Hyde, Mrs. Trumper Noland, Mrs.
The Barber Shop de Luxe for
J; P- Ritchey, Mrs. Ann Rambearu,
Ladles and Gentlemen
Mrs. White, Mrs. Sllsby and Mrs.
Who Care
Palmer.
W. H. D0B8L0FF
18# Higgins
The high score favor was won by
Mrs. Koch. The rooms were approBfiately decorated with varl-colored
pom-poms and the long table was
Order
lighted with candles.

Y o u n e e d n ’t te ll m e

_ | know Camel
, h e " fre s h c ig a re tte !

M

because they’re fresh
CAMELS are never parched or toasted!
F olks who smoke really fresh cigarettes made
from choice sun-ripened tobaccos never have to
give a thought to their throats.

these choice sun-ripened tobaccos—that would only
drive off or destroy the natural moisture that makes
Camels fresh in nature’s own mild way.

That’s because such fresh cigarettes retain natural
moisture —and are gratefully smooth, cool, throatfriendly, mild.

The Camel Humidor Pack protects a fine cigarette
fresh with natural moisture —it could do little or
nothing to freshen a cigarette that is dried-out or
factory-stale.

Camels are the fresh cigarette —everyone knows
that now—they’re blended from the finest Turkish
and mild Domestic tobaccos that money and skill
can buy.
We would never dream of parching or toasting

If you smoke for pleasure, see for yourself what
freshness means in mildness and flavor—switch to
Camels for just one day—then leave them, if you can!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Mrs. Speer stopped in Missoula for
a brief visit with her sister, Mrs. Ann
Kambeau, at the Alpha Chi Omega
house last week-end. She is returning
her home in Kansas City after a
tr|P to the coast.
Professor and Mrs. I. W. Cook, Ed*ard Cook, Virginia Graybeal, Sylvia
oweetman and Donna Fitzpatrick were
entertained at dinner th the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house Sunday.
Georgia Mae Metlen, Ruth Provost,
■nogene Claybaugh, Marlon Smith,
Margueritte Lauder arid Anne Batc“ an Were entertained at dinner SunB hy the Kappa Sigma chapter.
J*'
A. Bischoff was entertained
dinner last night In North hall. Mrs.
.
npohe to the residents of the
on The People of Central Amerlca Wd Their Customs."
. , ary ^Ash of Butte was the weekx j * # . of Margaret McKay at the
tended Alp5la T**eta house. She atq ..
,
dance given by the chapter
Saturday evening.

N ow !
While we have a complete
selection.

ENGRAVED CARDS
Priced from

ilder

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, IV. C.

R. J . Reynolds Tobacco CompanyCoast-to-Coast Radio Programs
Morton Downey, Tony
Won*, and Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques
Renard, every night except Sunday, Columbia
Broadcasting System
CAMEL q u a r t e r h o u r ,

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR,Alice Joy,u01d
Hunch,” und Prince Albert Orchestra, direc
tion Paul Van Loan, every night except Sun
day, N.B.C. Red Network

See local paper for time

$ 2 .7 5 to $ 7 .5 0 for 25

HARKNESS DRUG
337 North Higgins

After That

Turkey Dinner
Stop at the

Missoula Club
For a Satisfying Smoke

M ade

F I t E S I I —K e p t

FRESH

Ok Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your
package o f Camels after you open it. The Camel Humidor
Pack is protection against perfume and powder odors,
dust and germs. In offices and homes, even in the dry
atmosphere o f artificial heal, the Camel Humidor Pack
delivers fresh Camels and keeps them right until the last
one has been smoked

1911, S . J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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COMMERCE Cl,I'll GETS
S. C. and Yale vs. Harvard. Both
NEW l’LKDGE MEMBERS
games w ■re played last Saturday.

Varsity Hoop
Squad Begins
Year’s Work

Final Examinations

Plains, has been a guest of Dean Har-1 Sunday dinner guests of Delta « •
ct Sednian a t her home In the Ham- Lambda were Professor and M r a ? l
an block during the week-end.
Merrill and Professor and Mrs. t f
n..uut,. Faogin, national inspector of Sanford.

ieuts were pledged to Alpha I Final examinations for the fall quar-1 lhc Kappa Delta sorority, was a guest
Ford Smith, heavyweight chump of
. I J,.
[*—.'■••'----Kappa
Psi,---------------------------national commercial
fra*
u . uj—
ter win
will begin
begin this
thi year on Monday, 0f the local chapter during the w eek- 1
the boys who join to see the world
Thursday.
h u rsai.. Da-lend.
Montana will be bard put this year through a fog horn, and Eddie Foy, llernity, a t a special meeting held ln | Daeeinber u aml end T
cember
17.
The
schedule is as folDinner guests at the Kappa Kappa
to build a team to meet the Bobcats. Chicago, colored leather pusher, will Craig hall last Wednesday night.
The
new
pledges
are
K.
V.
KInonen,
Lockwood, Andrews, Logan and Fox, meet to decide things tonight in Loy
lows: Monday, 8:00 to 10:00, all 8 | Gamma house on Sunday were Ruth
iluyvu, ____________
Milltown;
Kenneth
Plantlco,
Manito
with Murray, last year’s substitute,
K
, Wisconsin;
Russell
Kinney,
Mis-1 o’cIock‘| ,' 19:10 to 12:10> English F l la p 0n eyg, Wendell Williams and Alex
ola gym.
make up the nucleus around which
woc,
— o—
soula;
Clarence Hawkins, Helena; and l lb : 1:10 t0 3:1#’ 0,1 0erm an; IICunningham
S. L. Johnston and Hazel Landeen
Schedule for Basketball Games Is Coach Jim Stewart lias to build.
Jimmy Dupuis, Flathead Indian, and soul!
Larson, Heron, and Glenn I 3:20 t0
Mllltary Sclence'
• were dinner guests at the home of
— 1 Tuesday—». w— v»——„ .__
Arranged; Nine Home Games
George Neva, the terror of Milltown, Glenn
(/clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, all P. and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Richards Thursday
The Bobcats have an advantage in will furnish part of the evening’s fun. Frlsbie, Thompson Falls.
Are Included
E. P. an economics 14a; 1:10 to 3:10,1evening.
being able to use outstanding fresh Frankie Jerome vs. Buzz Lombardi
all French; 3:20 to 5:20, all 1 oclocks.
Gertrude Warden, Winifred Wilson,
OAKES LEAVES
man talent as well as having Boothe, and A1 Cummings vs. Wow Antack,
With a full squad reporting for prac Wendt, Whitcanack, Breeden, Ario, will show their wares to complete the
Wednesday 8:00 to 10:00, all
I Sarah Lou Cooney and Hazel H arper
tice regularly, the Grizzly basketball Leland and Harding, all from last
"Bunny” Oakes, varsity football I o’clock,; 10:1# to 12:10, chemistry were Sunday dinner guests of Kappa
card.
team swung into action this week year’s championship team.
coach, left yesteray for Deer Lodge F lla nd El3a, geology F lla ; 1:10 Alpha Theta.
under the tutelage of Coach J. W.
, all 3 oclocks; 3:20 to 5:20,
p a ul Coleman, senior In the School
where
he will attend the Klwanls
Sigma Nu actives and pledges played
Stewart. The squad is faced by a
of Business Adm inistration, shot a
banquet given in honor of the Deer ill Spanish.
The new rules will help consider their annual game of basketball last
hard schedule, including nine home
Thursday night in the men’s gym Lodge high school football players.
Thursday- 3:00 to 10:00, all H | deer while hunting this week-end near
games. With the exception of Lloyd ably this year. We recall one, that nasium to determine who the donaters Mr. Oakes will give i talk to the boys
10 to 12:10, accounting I gt Regis.
clocks
Andrews, who is expected later, the had it been in force last year, might of the Thanksgiving turkeys would be. on "The Value of F Kitball to Present
p. K. Turner will be a dinner
'11
and 11 Income tax; 1:10 to 3:10,
Grizzlies have all men who have signed have made considerable difference in The actives won by a score of 29-14. Day Youth.”
,11 2 o’clo i; 3:20 to 5:20, all pay- guest a t the Delta Gamma house toup for varsity basketball, reporting for the state championship score.
night.
The outstanding players w e r e Roy
hology.
— o—
workouts.
are in general of | — -------------------------------------- ---------William Davenport and John Clancy
Quanstrum and Ed Schmoll of the
Final examinatl
It is the one which, this year, awards pledge team. Newton Culver was high were guests of Phi Delta Theta a t din two hours duration. The exceptions I
Only four regulars are back from
last year, but with the outstanding the ball to the opposing team for an scorer with 10 points. Jay Kurtz ref ner Sunday.
are classes meeting Tuesdays and I
freshmen players from last season, out of bounds, if a player holds the ereed the game. The affair has been an
Thursdays which are entitled to one ]
Coach Stewart is endeavoring to whip ball more than five seconds in the | annual affair for the last nine years. beautiful name, Sewanee. 40-0, to stay hour, the second hour of the period I
court
most
distant
from
his
own
has-1
I
on
the
invitation
list
for
the
Rose
a team into shape to meet the Idaho
to which they are assigned.
I Bowl game which really ends one
Vandals here December 30 to open the ket, with another player within a yard
season and begins another in the same
season. Captain “Snick” Lockwood, of him.
operation—it being played New Year's
will probably hold down standing
guard position with Dick Fox as
day.
It seems as though a lot of stalling I
Wave your handkerchief!
his running mate. Chalmer Lyman, was done in this manner by several Trojans Upset Dope Bucket and I Southern Methodist was the second
Fathers of members of the Alpha I
■I correctly “doped” team. They won
last year frosh star will likely jump of the Bobcats.
Wave your red flannel
End Notre Dame Supremacy
iu
Omega chapter entertained the
._______________________ ________ Ijfrom the Navy in a closer than excenter, with Everett Logan and
— o—
it an Informal “surprise”
petticoat!
“Monk” Andrews at forward positions
Montana Grizzly tracksters have
With four losing and only six win- pected *ame’ ,2 ' 6' The W ildcat, from | fralem
lt, night a t the house. Apty last
Guard places are ready to be filled finished their fall season and except
ning. the Doposter appears to h a r e r orthweBtern' *cored 1# polnU 1
ximately fifteen Missoula residents
by Hank Murray, last year varsity for flashes of red sweat suits in the
• msrgy to try Iowa’8 nothlng Nebraska won th
*e hosts. Entertainm ent included
sub, and by an assortment of men from men’s gymnasium will be seen no lost every thing but In big gam es1Big
t
Bl* Six
8,1 ,IUe
wlU> , u Tlctory OT*r
ib and stories, and refreshm ents
But- -if you would be poplarger score
last season’s yearlings. Art Caven more until weather permits them out it again. Two upset
allege
Iowa Stat
re
served. This get-together reand Dahlberg will be available for on the cinders again in the spring. | caught the entire nation offside.
than was predicted, 23-0.
ular- -le t us wave your hair.
Albie Booth kicked the goal to
ced the scheduled meeting of the |
center and forward positions, while
Washington State college squeezed
triumph over his old jinx. Harvard, I
Omega Mothers’ club,
several others reporting for the first
Watson, White, Covington, Robert 3-0. Not only did the Blue team w in| out a 13-6 over Gonzaga and will I Alpha Ti
time this season will have ample op son, Griffin and* Bills are the favored
s ta rt soon for the city of the Mardll Facult; members will hold their
the game but it halted tn e Harvard
nd dancing party of the year Friportunity to work into a place during individuals in their particular events,
I Gras to play Tulane, December 5.
advance for Eeastern championship
from day evening a t North h a lt The dance,
the season.
I Oregon took a tlt-tat-Ux
judging from fall try-outs, but spring football honors.
ras
expected.
The
two
which
will be informal, will begin at
The schedule for the season, revised training may bring a lot of new de
IU. C. L. A. as was expe
Ramblers Are Beaten
uns, neither brilliant, nor sporting 19 o'clock. All members of the faculty
and tentatively complete, includes the velopments.
The Trojans toppled Notre Dame! driving attack, would have bored are Invited to attend. For those who
following games: Idaho Vandals at
— o—
PHONE 3535
card games will be
Missoula, December 30; Washington! Crego and Reynolds with the discus and the great stacks of coin which I iOO fans had it not been for the | not wish to
First National Bank Balldin*
Iwere placed at fabulous odds on the!
State college at Pullman, January 1;
The Webfooters i progress.
sph<
and shot
x pected to add greatly J
who were defending the South J
Mrs. Clifford Rittenour, '01, of
University of Idaho at Moscow, Jan to the records they established last
13-6.
Bend reputation. Again it was a goal
uary 2; Washington State college at ear as freshmen
kick that won the game in the closing
Missoula, January 5 and 6; Gonzagai
■■o-—
I minutes of play, after the Southern J
university at Missoula, January 15 and |
Snick” Lockwood should have n®l California team had battered Notre |
16; Montana State College at 8 °“ - trouWe tn keeping his state Javelin I Dame ln tbe opening quarter, theni
man,_ January 22 and 23; University record thls year He may 8et a new L
haIted wltb vlctory on)y a few
of Washington a t Seattle, January 29
,
„ ___ „
.
,
. o
one.
yards away. No more than a week
and 30; Gonzaga university at Spo_
. . .
. ..
’
*
. „ _ . , .1
0
ago sport writers moaned the passing
kane, February 1 and 2; School o
Christopher and McDaniel will look L f the goa, klck, now tbe backern of
Mines a t Missoula, e ruary
an wen tn the pole vault; Vlckerman and a ^ n p i , 0f powerful teams are doing
, 13 • School of Mines at Butte, February Robertson in the high Jump and Dis- the eroenlng
19 and 20; Montana State College at J brow and Balnton In the broad Jump.
0ne ,ong run by Hewltt brought
Missoula, February 26 and 27. Dates I
0
I the third incorrect prediction when
with Mount SL Charles and the Utah
Eddie Chinske seems able to ^*^11 ^ i^ tg a n mauled Minnesota, 6-0. The |
Aggies are pending.
Isome of his Grizzly football lore into I ^ther wa8
California victory over j
I the rough-riding Miles City Cowboys, j ^je gtunfoni boys, 6-0, in a game that
SCHOOL OF LAW SEMORS
I bringing them into line to play Butte | shoved the Cardinals out of second!
HEAR MISSOULA LAWYERS| for the class A state championship by place In the conference.
-------defeating Havre’s gridsters 26-6. InBlerman’s Team Wins
Seniors in the School of Law held dications of their prowess showed ln
Tulane downed thet team i
the second of a series of dinners in 540 yards against 78 in charging, with
a downtown cafe Thursday, December 16 first downs to Havre’s four.
19, at 6:30 o’clock. E. C. Mulroney,
—o—
Missoula lawyer, was a guest and gave
Big Sandy looks well ,in the B class,
a ' short talk to the students. Joe after blanking Libby, 15-0, and gives
Pitzstephens, Belgrade, and Dorothy them a right to meet Harlowton
BE THANKFUL
Hannifin, Butte, gave talks on the I Thanksgiving day.
United States Supreme Court.
j
—o—
It That natural beauty may be skilHarlowton defeated Terry to meet | | fully enhanced by an appointment
R. J. Cunningham, secretary of the Big Sandy, and Butte eliminated Hel
at the
Montana Education association, has ena for a chance at the Cowboys from

I

Feather and all!

“ROLL YOUR
OWN” TAMS

Wave Your

THE DOPESTER

Brevities

FLAG

and

Scarf Sets
85c to 1-50
H ere's a ThanksgivingT hrift Special you’ll be
thrilled about! Just the
thing for football, sports,
and rainy day wear —
youthful, chic, economic*!!
Full colon!
Sailors, Turbans,
Sport Brims
Specially Priced

B A R B A R A ’S
Vanity Shop

$2.00

M b s o c ia M ercantQ I
COMPANY

It s Thanksgiving!

made the announcement that the Custer county.
group will hold its 1932 meeting in
Missoula. It is expected that repairs
Two games, which, if we didn’t have
will be completed at the local high a weak heart, we would have given
school in time for the October session. ] anything to witness: Notre Dame vs.

PALACE HOTEL BEAUTY and
BARBER SHOP
Cull 3922

Thanksgiving
Recalls to our minds the many advantages and privileges which
we fortunately enjoy.
The march of Progress from Plymouth Rock to our present
standards of living has been made easier by the genius and
foresight of our fellow-men.

EDUCATION

THEY’RE MILDER. It’s the tobaccos! The mildest that

Hand in hand with earnest endeavor leads the way to bigger
accomplishments and better understanding.

money can buy. Ripened and sweetened in the
sunshine . . . cured by the farmer . . . then aged
for tw o years in w ooden hogsheads.

ELECTRICITY

THEY TASTE BETTER.

— man’s most useful servant— lights the way of Progress.

These tobaccos are p u t to

gether right. Rich aroma o f Turkish and mellow
sweetness o f Domestic, blended and

cross-blemled

to Chesterfield’s ow n B E T T E R TASTE.

THEY’RE PURE. Everything that goes into Chesterfield

The Montana Power Co.

is tested by expert chemists. T h e purest cigarette
paper made, tasteless, odorless. Sanitary manufac
ture . . . no hands touch your Chesterfields. They're
as pure as the water you drink!

THEY SATISFY. Y o u break open a clean, tight-sealed
package. Y o u light up a well-filled cigarette. Yes,
sir . . . you’re going to like

this

cigarette! And

right there is where many a smoker changes to
Chesterfield.
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They Satisfy!

